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Summary 

Our memories frequently have features in common. For example, a 

learnt sequence of words or actions can follow a common rule, which 

determines their serial order, despite being composed of very 

different events [1, 2]. This common abstract structure might link 

the fates of memories together. We tested this idea by creating 

different types of memory task: a sequence of words or actions, 

which either did or did not have a common structure. Participants 

learnt one of these memory tasks, and then they learnt another type 

of memory task six hours later, either with or without the same 

structure. We then tested the newly formed memory’s susceptibility 

to interference. We found that the newly formed memory was 

protected from interference when it shared a common structure with 

the earlier memory. Specifically, learning a sequence of words 

protected a subsequent sequence of actions learnt hours later from 

interference, and conversely, learning a sequence of actions 

protected a subsequent sequence of words learnt hours later from 

interference provided the sequences shared a common structure. 

Yet, this protection of the newly formed memory came at a cost. The 

earlier memory had disrupted recall when it had the same, rather 

than a different structure to the newly formed and protected 

memory.  Thus, a common structure can determine what is retained 

(i.e., protected) and what is modified (i.e., disrupted). Our work 

reveals that a shared common structure links the fate of otherwise 

different types of memories together, and identifies a novel 

mechanism for memory modification.  

 

Results & Discussion 

We created memory tasks with or without the same structure. Each task 

contained different types of knowledge (actions or words). We mapped each 

of the four movements (designated 1 to 4) within the motor sequence onto 

one of the four semantic categories (transport, vegetable, animal, furniture) 
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within the word-list (Figure 1). Using the mapping, we replaced each of the 

four elements of a 12-item motor sequence with a semantic category, and 

selected one of the three words from that category to appear once to create 

a 12-item word-list [2]. Without a consistent mapping between sequence 

element and semantic category, the motor sequence and word-list did not 

have a shared common structure. Thus, we created different types of 

memory task (actions or words) that either did or did not have a shared 

abstract structure (Figure 1).  

 

Shared structure protects from interference 

In the first set of experiments, participants initially learnt a motor sequence 

and had their skill tested (Experiment 1; Figure 2a, interference). Skill was 

the response time advantage to visual cues presented in a repeating 

sequence of positions compared to when the cue position was random. An 

increase in this response time difference demonstrated an increase in skill. 

Six hours after learning the motor sequence, participants learnt a word-list 

and had their recall tested (recall1), which we sought to disrupt by having 

participants immediately learn another word-list. We then asked participants 

to recall again the first word-list (recall2). The change in free recall (recall2-

recall1) provided a measure of word-list interference. Participants were 

randomly allocated to a group in which the memory tasks did or did not have 

the same structure.  

 We found a significant decrease in total recall of the word-list, 

regardless of whether the word-list had the same or a different structure 

from the earlier skill-learning task (recall1 (mean±sem) vs. recall2, 10.4±0.4 

vs. 8.7±0.4 words (same); 9.9±0.5 vs. 6.6±0.7 words (different); both 

groups; paired t-tests, t(17)> 5.1, p<0.001; Figure 2b). However, this 

change differed significantly depending on whether the learning tasks had the 

same or different structures (interaction term, performance change X group; 

mixed design ANOVA, F(1,34) = 5.781, p = 0.022; 17±3% decrease (same) 

vs. 34±6% decrease (different); Figure 2b). Disruption to the recall of the 

word-list was less when it shared a common structure with the earlier skill-
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learning task. The initial total recall did not differ significantly between the 

groups (unpaired t-test, t(34) = 0.8863, p = 0.381; Figure 2b). Thus, 

sharing a common structure with a skill acquired earlier protected the word-

list from subsequent interference. 

 We next tested the critical importance of skill learning in protecting the 

word-list from interference. In an additional group of participants, we 

examined the susceptibility of a word-list to interference without any earlier 

skill learning. We found a significant decrease in total word recall (10.1±0.4 

words vs. 6.7±0.9 words; paired t-test, t(12) = 4.985, p<0.001; Figure 2c), 

which was significantly greater than when participants had earlier learnt a 

motor skill with the same common structure as the word-list  (comparing the 

size of the decrease, one-tailed, unpaired t-test, t(29) = 2.35, p = 0.013). 

There was no significant difference in total recall at initial testing between 

these two groups (unpaired t-test, t(29) = 0.545, p = 0.590; Figure 2b & 

2c). In these groups, the word-list and interfering list were identical:  the 

only difference between them was the presence or absence of the skill-

learning task. When comparing these two groups with the group in which the 

memory tasks had different structures, we still found a significant difference 

in the change in total word recall across the groups (interaction term, 

performance change X group; mixed design ANOVA, F(2,46) = 3.324, p = 

0.045) without any significant difference across the groups at initial testing 

(one way ANOVA, F(2,46) = 0.423, p = 0.657). Overall, sharing a common 

structure with a motor skill protects a subsequently learnt word-list from 

interference. 

 Only the total recall was protected from interference. The change in 

the proportion of the word-list recalled in the correct order (serial recall) did 

not differ significantly depending upon whether the word-list and earlier 

motor skill had the same or a different structure (interaction term, 

performance change X group; mixed design ANOVA, F(1,34) = 0.177, p = 

0.677). Within each of these groups, there was no significant change in serial 

recall (74±5 vs. 76±6% (same); 77±4 vs. 82±6% (different); both groups; 

paired t-tests, t(17) < 0.8, p>0.48; Figure 2b). Similarly, in the group 
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without any prior skill learning there was no significant change in serial recall 

(76±6% vs. 85±4%; paired t-test, t(12) = 1.83, p = 0.09; Figure 2c). Thus, 

serial recall was not susceptible to interference, and so could not express, or 

did not require, any protection from interference.  

 We also tested whether a common structure allows word-list learning 

to protect subsequent skill learning from interference. In these experiments, 

participants initially learnt a word-list and six hours later they learnt a motor 

sequence (Experiment 2; Figure 3a, interference). We then measured their 

skill (skill1), which we sought to disrupt by immediately having the 

participants learn another motor sequence, and then we measured their skill 

again (skill2). The change in skill (skill2-skill1) provided a measure of skill 

interference. Participants were randomly allocated to a group in which the 

memory tasks did or did not have the same structure. 

 Our results show that the change in skill between testing and retesting 

differed significantly depending upon whether the word-list and subsequent 

motor skill had the same or different structures (interaction term, 

performance change X group; mixed design ANOVA, F(1,39) = 6.249, p = 

0.0169). We found that there was a significant decrease in skill when the 

learning tasks had different abstract structures (62±14ms vs. 42±12ms, -

32±8%; paired t-test, t(19) = 3.815, p = 0.001; Figure 3b). By contrast, 

there was no significant change in skill when the tasks shared the same 

abstract structure (56±5ms vs. 60±8ms, +7±15%; paired t-test, t(20) = 

0.506, p=0.619; Figure 3b). The initial skill did not differ significantly 

between these groups (unpaired t-test, t(39) = 0.456, p = 0.650; Figure 3b).                             

 Thus, sharing a common structure with a word-list protects a subsequently 

acquired motor skill from interference. 

  We next tested the critical importance of word-list learning in 

protecting the motor skill from interference. In this additional group, we 

examined the susceptibility of the motor skill to interference without earlier 

word-list learning. We found a significant decrease of the motor skill between 

testing and retesting (64±12ms vs. 37±8ms, -42±13%; paired t-test, t(14) 

= 2.352, p = 0.034; Figure 3c), which was significantly greater than when 
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participants had previously learnt a word-list that shared a common structure 

with the subsequent motor skill (comparing the size of the decrease, one-

tailed, unpaired t-test, t(34) = 2.3113, p = 0.014). Skill at initial testing did 

not differ significantly between these groups (unpaired t-test, t(34) = 

0.7196, p = 0.4767; Figure 3b & 3c). In both groups, the motor skill and 

interfering skill were identical: the only difference between the groups was 

the presence or absence of the word-list learning task. When comparing 

these two groups with the group in which the memory tasks had different 

structures, we still found a significant difference in the change in motor skill 

across the groups (interaction term, performance change X group; mixed 

design ANOVA, F(2,53) = 4.121, p = 0.022) without any significant skill 

difference across the groups at initial testing (one-way ANOVA, F(2,53) = 

0.176, p = 0.839). Thus, word-list learning is critical for protecting a 

subsequent motor skill from interference. Overall, our results show that a 

common structure enables established memories to affect the fate of recently 

formed memories, protecting them from interference.  

 

Shared structure disrupts retention 

We next examined the retention of the initial learning task by retesting 

performance 12 hours after initial learning (Figures 2a & 3a). In the first set 

of experiments; we retested (skill2) participants 12 hours after they had been 

initially tested (skill1) on the motor sequence (Experiment 1;Figure 2a). The 

skill change (skill2-skill1) provided a measure of skill retention.  

 We found a significant difference in the change in motor skill 

depending upon whether the motor sequence and word-list had the same or 

different structures (interaction term, performance change X group; mixed 

design ANOVA, F(1,34) = 4.88, p = 0.034). When the tasks had different 

structures, significant offline improvements developed between the initial 

testing and subsequent retesting 12 hours later (60±7ms vs. 80±7ms, 

+33±16%; paired t-test, t(17) = 2.48, p = 0.024; Figure 2d). Previous 

studies have described similar offline improvements, in which, skill is 

enhanced between practice sessions [2-7]. By contrast, when the motor 
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sequence and word-list shared a common structure, there was no significant 

change in motor skill (62±5ms vs. 61±5ms, -1±8%; paired t-test, t(17) = 

0.16, p = 0.873; Figure 2d). At initial skill testing there was no significant 

difference between the groups (skill1, unpaired t-test, t(34) = 0.208, p = 

0.836; Figure 2d). Rather than being enhanced between testing and 

retesting, skill was instead, only maintained, which made skill retention less 

than expected (by ~34%) when the skill and newly formed word-list memory 

shared a common structure.  

 In the second set of experiments, we retested (recall2) participants 12 

hours after their initial recall (recall1) of the word-list (Experiment 2; Figure 

3a). The change in recall (recall2-recall1) provided a measure of word 

retention.  

 We found that the change in total recall did not differ significantly 

between when the memory tasks had the same or different structures 

(interaction term, performance change X group; mixed design ANOVA, 

F(1,39) = 0.681, p = 0.4143). Both groups showed a significant decrease in 

total recall (10.2±0.3 vs. 9.4±0.4 words, a -8±3% (same); 10.3±0.3 vs. 

9.2±0.6 words, a -11±3% (different); both groups; paired t-tests, t>2.2, 

p<0.035), and there was no significant difference in total recall between the 

groups at initial testing (unpaired t-test, t(39) = 0.234, p = 0.816; Figure 

3d). The decrease in total recall within both groups may have been due to a 

variety of factors, including, that testing and subsequent retesting took place 

at different times of the day (circadian factors; [8]). Together, these results 

suggest that the structure of the learning tasks had little effect on the total 

recall of the word-list. 

 However, the common structural feature of the learning tasks was the 

serial order of their items. We found that the change in serial recall differed 

significantly depending upon whether the memory tasks had the same or 

different structures (interaction term, performance change X group; mixed 

design ANOVA, F(1,39) = 5.139, p = 0.029). There was a significant 

decrease in serial recall when the word-list and motor sequence shared a 

common structure (77.1±4% vs. 70.3±4%, paired t-test, t(20) = 2.66, p = 
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0.0149; Figure 3d). By contrast, there was no significant decrease in serial 

recall when the memory tasks had different structures (79.8±4% vs. 

83.2±4%, paired t-test, t(19) = 0.89, p = 0.38; Figure 3d). At initial testing, 

there was no significant difference in serial recall between the groups 

(unpaired t-test, t(39) = 0.457, p = 0.650; Figure 3d). Thus, disruption of 

the word-list only occurred when the tasks shared a common structure, and 

it was a specific attribute, the serial structure of the word-list, that was 

disrupted; the same attribute that the word-list shared with the skill task. 

Overall, a common structure enables newly formed memories to affect the 

retention of established memories acquired many hours earlier.  

     Our work reveals that sharing a common structure links the fate of 

otherwise different memories together, and identifies a novel mechanism of 

memory modification. By sharing a common structure, an earlier memory 

protected a newly formed memory from interference. Yet, this protection of 

the newly formed memory came at a cost. The retention of the earlier 

memory was disrupted: expressed either as an absence in the skill 

enhancement that develops offline between testing and retesting, or as 

impaired serial word recall. By sharing a common structure, the newly 

formed memory, while being protected from interference, modified and 

disrupted the retention of the earlier memory. There was a reciprocal link 

with existing memories protecting newly formed memories, and newly 

formed memories modifying the retention of existing memories. This link was 

present even though the memories were of different types (actions vs. 

words), and so, memory organization goes beyond content to connect 

memories based upon their structure. Thus, a common structure enables a 

reciprocal communication between different types of memories; their fates 

become linked together, providing a mechanism for memory modification.  

 A memory following its formation is unstable and susceptible to 

interference [9]. However, here a newly formed memory was protected from 

interference due to earlier learning of a memory task with the same 

structure. Without that earlier experience – when the earlier memory task 

had a different structure to the subsequent task or when no earlier learning 
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had occurred – the newly formed memory was disrupted and retention 

impaired. Initial experience of the shared structure provided an opportunity 

for the common feature to become stabilised during consolidation (6-hour 

interval; Figures 2a & 3a), which reduced the susceptibility of subsequent 

learning with that same structure to interference. Thus, by sharing a 

common structure an earlier memory can protect subsequent memories from 

interference. 

  Yet, sharing that common structure did not affect subsequent 

learning, which is only enhanced when the tasks are learnt in quick 

succession (Figures 2b & 3b; ([2, 10]; for reviews [11, 12]). An interval 

between tasks (6hrs, or 2hrs in earlier work) provides an opportunity for the 

memory to stabilize, which prevents performance transfer between the tasks, 

and enhanced learning [2, 9, 11]. Rather than enhancing learning, sharing a 

common structure with an earlier memory protected a subsequent memory 

from disruption.  

 However, the protection of the newly formed memory came at a cost. 

While the newly formed memory was protected from interference, the 

memory that it shared a common structure with, acquired many hours 

earlier, was disrupted. This change to the fate of the earlier memory – as 

shown by its decreased retention – occurred only when the earlier and newly 

formed memory shared a common structure. Typically, changing the fate of a 

memory requires it to be unstable and susceptible to interference [11, 13-

16]. Yet, the memory had been acquired many hours ago when these types 

of memories have ceased to be susceptible to interference [6]. Rather than 

being due to memory instability, the modification of the earlier memory may 

have been because participants were being exposed again to the same 

common structure, but within the novel context of a different memory type 

(words vs. actions). This would impair the relationship between the original 

memory’s content and its structure, preventing that original content being 

placed in the correct serial order, as defined by the structure, which is 

consistent with the serial recall of the word-list being impaired. Yet, the 

content itself would be preserved, which is consistent with the total recall of 
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the word-list being retained. Thus, having a common structure enabled a 

newly formed memory to modify the retention of an earlier memory.  

 The abstract structure of a sequence may be processed by the 

prefrontal cortex (PFC), tuned to the structure of a movement sequence; 

rather than any specific movement ([17]; for a review [1]). Neurons may 

also be tuned to sequential patterns of (semantic) word categories. By 

contrast, the surface properties or content of the sequence, such as, the 

modality (auditory vs. visual) or type of information (actions vs. words) may 

be processed beyond the PFC. For example, the primary motor cortex (M1) is 

activated during motor sequence learning (for meta-analysis review; [18]). 

Thus, the link and ability to modify memories due to their shared structure 

may occur regardless of their content.  

 A similar network may be activated when experiencing the same 

abstract structure despite a change in content. Motor cortical areas, perhaps 

including M1, may be activated during word-list learning because the word-

list shared a common structure with an earlier motor sequence. Alternatively, 

activation may be more specific (PFC only). Regardless, PFC activation may 

affect a large-scale brain network through low-frequency oscillations, which 

have been implicated in encoding the abstract structure of a word sequence 

(grammar), perhaps strengthening activity within those areas, making it less 

susceptible to interference [19]. This would explain how learning a memory 

task protects a subsequent memory task with the same structure from 

interference.  

 In this scenario, PFC activation is no longer uniquely associated with a 

specific content; instead, it is associated with both actions and words. This 

has the advantage that the abstract structure can be applied in these diverse 

circumstances. However, the association with any one circumstance is 

diminished; perhaps expressed, as a reduced connectivity between PFC and 

the circuits associated with the original sequence content. This would impair 

performance of the abstract structure with the original content explaining 

how forming a new memory disrupts retention of an earlier memory with the 

same structure but different content.  
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 Sharing a common structure may impact every day life. Sentences can 

have a common structure (grammar), but contain different words; equally, 

musical tunes can have a common structure, but contain different notes. One 

tune might affect another because they share a common structure despite 

containing different notes, or being recalled in different ways (symbols vs. 

played). A sequence from any behavioral domain (language, music, or 

athletics) could through chance share a common structure with another 

within the same, or different domain, linking their fates together.  

  A memory was protected from interference by sharing a structure 

with an earlier memory (15% better retention). In everyday circumstances 

this protection may not be that important because there is sufficient 

redundancy in the information being conveyed, or opportunity to clarify. Yet, 

in high performance situations (athletic competitions, recitals), even a small 

change in performance could have a dramatic effect – determining the 

difference between success and failure. Thus, the importance of shared 

structured upon performance may depend upon context.  

Overall, a common structure creates a reciprocal link between different 

types of memory. A recently formed memory is protected from interference 

by an earlier memory, and conversely, the earlier memory has its retention 

modified by the newly formed memory. Thus, a common structure links the 

fates of different memories together, and provides a mechanism for their 

modification.  
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STAR Methods  

 

Key Resource Table 

 

REAGENT or 

RESOURCE 

SOURCE IDENTIFIER 

Software and Algorithms  

MATLAB 2015b RRID:  SCR_001622 https://www.mathworks.com 

Psychtoolbox-3 

[20] 

RRID: SCR_002881 
http://psychtoolbox.org/ 

Deposited Data  

Behavioural data This paper; Mendeley 

Data 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/nn3

jvnttc4.1. 

 

Contact for reagent and resource sharing 

Further information and requests for resources should be directed to and will 

be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Edwin Robertson 

(edwin.robertson@glasgow.ac.uk). 

 

Experimental model and subject details 

 

Experimental design 

We tested the idea that sharing a common structure may link the fates of 

memories together. To do so, we created memory tasks that either did or did 

not share a common structure with one another. Across two sets of 

complementary experiments, we examined: (a) how the learning of one 

memory task might affect the susceptibility of a subsequent memory task to 

interference; and (b) how that newly formed memory affected the retention 

of the earlier memory. Only the abstract structure was shared between the 

tasks because each memory task had a different content (i.e., action vs. 
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word sequence). The two experiments had a similar design, and were 

approved and overseen by the local ethics committee.   

 In the first set of experiments, the initial memory task was a motor-

sequence learning task, and the subsequent task was a word-list learning 

task (Figure 2a; Experiment 1; please see below, for task details). 

Participants initially learnt a motor sequence and had their skill tested (skill1). 

Six hours later, they learnt a word-list, and recalled that word-list (recall1). 

They then immediately learnt another word-list (an interfering word-list), 

before recalling the first word-list (recall2). The change in word recall 

performance (i.e., recall2–recall1) between retesting and testing provided a 

measure of that newly formed memory’s susceptibility to interference. 

Finally, 12 hours after initial testing, at 9pm, participants were retested on 

the motor sequence (skill2). The change in performance (i.e., skill2–skill1) 

provided a measure of skill retention.  

 The design of the second set of experiments was almost identical to 

the first: except, we reversed the order of the tasks (Figure 3a; Experiment 

2). Participants learnt a list of words and had their recall tested (recall1). 

Then, six hours later, they learnt a motor sequence, had their skill tested 

(skill1), and then immediately learnt another skill sequence (an interfering 

skill sequence), before having their skill on the initial sequence retested 

(skill2). Finally, 12 hours after initial testing, participants recalled the word-

list (recall2). In this set of experiments, the susceptibility of the newly formed 

memory to interference was measured as a change in skill (i.e., skill2–skill1), 

while retention of the earlier memory was measured as a change in word 

recall (i.e., recall2–recall1).  

 We also measured interference without any prior learning. Participants 

learnt only one task either the word-list or motor skill, had their performance 

tested (recall1 or skill1, respectively), then immediately learnt a memory task 

of the same type (i.e., word-list or motor skill; interfering task) before having 

their performance retested on the initial memory task (recall2 or skill2, 

respectively). Susceptibility to interference was measured as a change in 

task performance (as in the main experiments; i.e., recall2–recall1 or skill2–
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skill1; respectively). We used exactly the same word-list, motor skill and 

interfering tasks as in the main experiments when the tasks shared a 

common structure, and we also performed the tests at the same time of day.  

Thus, the design was identical to that within the main experiments, except 

there was no prior learning. It allowed us to test the importance of prior 

learning upon the subsequent susceptibility to interference of a memory task 

with the same structure. A difference in the susceptibility of the task to 

interference in these experiments, compared to those of the main 

experiment, where there had been prior learning, would be attributable to 

that prior learning.  

 

Participants 

We recruited 137 right-handed (as defined by the Edinburgh handedness 

questionnaire [21]), healthy participants, 18-35 years of age, with no 

medical, neurological or psychiatric history, and with either normal or 

corrected-to-normal vision. All participants provided informed consent for the 

study, which was approved by the local institutional ethics committee. Some 

participants showed little, or no, evidence of learning the motor sequence 

task (n = 9) because their response times remained greater during the 

sequential trials than during the subsequent random trials (i.e., at initial 

testing; skill1 < 0). We exclude those participants from further analysis, and 

those who could verbally recall more than four items of the motor sequence 

(n = 23). This amount of recall can prevent the development of motor skill 

improvements between testing and retesting (i.e., offline improvements [3, 

22]). Other earlier studies have shown that excluding participants with such 

a recall ensures that this motor sequence task retains its ability to develop 

improvements [3, 4, 6, 23]. As a consequence, we removed those 

participants with a recall of > 4-items to ensure that recall did not prevent 

the development of offline improvements, which would alter motor skill 

retention. Approximately the same proportion of participants was removed 

from analysis as in earlier studies (i.e., 20-30%; for example, [3, 24]).  
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 The remaining 105 participants (32 male, 23.3±4.1 years, mean±std) 

were randomly distributed between the two experiments. We randomly 

assigned 49 participants to the first set of experiments (Experiment 1; see 

Figure 2). In this experiment, 18 participants were assigned to those groups 

where the tasks had the same, or different structures, and the remaining 13 

participants assigned to the group with no prior motor learning (i.e., word-list 

learning only). This number of participants (n=18) within the main 

experimental groups was based upon the need to detect an offline 

improvement between testing and retesting 12 hours later. We recruited a 

greater number of participants than earlier work, which had successfully 

detected offline improvements, to ensure that even a change in the 

proportion of the offline improvements could be detected [2, 3, 6, 23]. The 

number of participants (n=13; no prior learning) recruited to the control 

group was based upon the need to detect impaired recall of a word-list due 

to immediately learning another word, which is a robust, well documented 

observation that has been reported with even a limited number of 

participants [9]. The other 56 participants were randomly allocated to the 

second set of experiments (Experiment 2; see Figure 3). In this experiment, 

21 participants were assigned to the group that had the same task 

structures, 20 participants were assigned to the group that had different task 

structures, and the remaining 15 participants were assigned to the group 

that underwent no prior word-list learning. The number of participants (n = 

21 or 20) recruited to the experimental groups was based upon seeking to 

detect a change in word recall. There was little prior work to guide how large 

an effect would be observed. However, in contrast, to the motor skill task, 

the word-list task does not show an offline improvement. As a consequence, 

the dynamic range available for a disruption to be expressed would be less 

than for the skill task that shows such improvements (i.e., in the first set of 

experiments), which lead us to recruit a greater number of participants to 

this set of experiments. The number of participants (n=15; no prior learning) 

recruited to the control group was based upon the need to detect impaired 

motor skill due to immediately learning another skill, which we estimated 
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based in part on our own preliminary experiments, and upon earlier work, 

including work using different approaches (such as Transcranial Magnetic 

Stimulation) to disrupt other types of motor skill (for example; [25, 26]). All 

of these remaining participants (i.e., all 105 participants) were included in 

our analyses. Participants did not know the group to which they were 

assigned. For those assigned to groups with an interval between the training, 

testing and retesting sessions, participants engaged in normal daily activities 

and refrained from napping. 

 

Method Details  

 

Motor sequence learning task  

We used a modified version of the serial reaction time task (SRTT; [27, 28]). 

This is an established and widely used task, which has provided important 

insights into a diverse array of behaviours that rely upon implicit processing 

from skill learning, to acquiring grammar, to intuition [28, 29].  It is also a 

task in which offline improvements develop over time between initial testing 

and subsequent resting during wakefulness [2-5, 30, 31]. These offline 

improvements contrast with, and complement the retention of knowledge 

seen between testing and retesting in the other task (i.e., the word-list task) 

we selected for this study (i.e., enhancement vs. maintenance; see below). 

Offline improvements are, however, prevented from developing when 

participants can correctly verbally recall more than four consecutive items of 

the sequence [6, 23, 32]. We identified those participants by administering a 

free recall test (see below), and removed them from subsequent analysis to 

ensure that any change in offline improvement, was attributable to having 

the same or different structure to the word-list, rather than due to having 

explicit knowledge of the sequence (i.e., recall>4-items).�We used this same 

a priori criterion throughout the study so that the same implicit task was 

used within both experiments.  

 In this task a solid circular visual cue (diameter 20mm, viewed from 

approximately 800mm; implemented in Psytoolbox-3; [20]) could appear at 
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any one of four possible positions, designated 1 to 4, and arranged 

horizontally on a computer screen. Each of the four possible positions 

corresponded to one of the four buttons on a key-pad, upon which the 

participant’s fingers rested. When a target appeared, participants were 

instructed to respond by pressing the appropriate button on the pad. If the 

participant made an incorrect response, the stimulus remained until the 

correct button was selected. Once the correct response was made, the cue 

on the screen disappeared and was replaced by the next cue after a delay of 

400ms. Response time was defined as the interval between presentation of a 

stimulus and selection of the correct response. 

Participants were introduced to the task as a test of reaction time; 

however, the position of the visual cue followed a repeating 12-item 

sequence (for example, 2-3-1-4-3-2-4-1-3-4-2-1). Participants were not told 

about the 12-item sequence. The sequence was repeated multiple times 

within a block.  

Each block had the same organization. Fifty random trials preceded 

and followed the sequential trials in each block (i.e., sequential trials were 

sandwiched between fifty random trials). Within these random trials, there 

were no item repeats (for example, -1-1- was illegal), and each item had 

approximately the same frequency of appearance. Each set of random trials 

in each block was unique, which minimized the chance that participants 

might become familiar with the random trials. There were no cues marking 

the introduction or removal of the sequential trials (i.e., the transition 

between sequential and random trials was not marked).  

 In the first set of experiments, we examined motor skill retention and 

how this was affected (or not) by subsequent learning (of a word-list) with 

the same or different abstract structure (Figure 2a). We trained participants 

on an initial, short training block that contained 15 repetitions of the motor 

sequence, and then on a longer training block that contained 25 repetitions 

of the sequence, and then on a test block that contained 15 repetitions of the 

sequence. Subsequently, participants learnt a word-list either with or without 

the same structure as the motor sequence. Later, participants completed a 
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retest block that contained 15 repetitions of the motor sequence (Figure 2a). 

Skill retention was measured as the change in skill between retesting the 

initial test (i.e., skill2–skill1). We expected skill to increase, because using this 

same design; earlier work had shown that skill is enhanced in the hours (>6 

hr) between initial testing and subsequent retesting [2-6, 30].  

In the second set of experiments, we were interested in the 

susceptibility of the motor skill task to subsequent interference (Figure 3a).  

We tailored the amount of training to ensure that the task remained 

susceptible to interference from the immediate learning of another motor 

sequence (prolonged training can make a skill invulnerable to immediate 

interference; [11, 33]). Guided by this work, and by our own preliminary 

work, we provided sufficient training for participants to acquire a substantial 

level of skill without it leading to overtraining and to invulnerability to 

interference. We trained participants on a training block of 25 repetitions of 

the motor sequence and then on a test block that contained 15 repetitions of 

the sequence. We then asked participants to practice a different motor 

sequence (the interfering sequence), which consisted of: an initial block of 15 

repetitions of the sequence, followed by a block of 25 repetitions of the 

sequence, and a final block of 15 repetitions of the sequence. Participants 

then completed a retest block that contained 15 repetitions of the original 

sequence. The change in skill between retesting and initial testing provided a 

measure of skill interference (i.e., skill2–skill1). Any substantial decrease 

demonstrated that the skill was susceptible to interference.  

 We administered a free recall test when participants had completed 

their final block (i.e., the retest block) of the task. Participants were asked if 

they had noticed a pattern to the visual cues of the task, and if so, to report 

verbally as many items of the sequence as possible [6, 34].  

 

Word-list task 

A single word, from a list of 12 words (drawn from the California Verbal 

Learning Task; implemented in Psytoolbox-3; [20]; please see below for 

specific word-lists), was presented on a computer screen for 2s. The word 
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was then removed, and replaced by another word also drawn from the list of 

12 words. This process continued until all 12 words had been presented. The 

same 12 words were presented individually and in the same order for five 

iterations for each participant. At the end of each of these presentations, 

participants were asked to verbally recall in order as many of the words as 

possible (i.e., a serial recall). Participants were not prompted for particular 

words, nor were they told those words, if any, which they had failed to recall. 

Following the fifth recall, there was a ten-minute interval after which 

participants were again asked to verbally recall in order as many of the 

words as possible. In the first set of experiments, this final recall occurred 

immediately after learning another distinct interfering word-list, which itself 

had also been learnt over five iterations with a subsequent recall ten-minutes 

later (Experiment 1; Figure 2). The change in recall provided a measure of 

interference. While in the second set of experiments, the final recall occurred 

12 hours after learning the word-list (Experiment 2; Figure 3), and the 

change in recall provided a measure of retention. In contrast to the motor 

skill that is enhanced between testing and retesting, we expected the recall 

of the word-list to be maintained (i.e., enhanced vs. maintenance).  

  

Motor sequence and word-list structure  

Using a technique applied in earlier work, we created memory tasks that 

either did or did not share a common structure ([2]; Figure 1). The four 

elements (1, 2, 3, 4) of the motor sequence were mapped onto one of the 

four semantic categories of the word-list (for example, transport, vegetable, 

animal, furniture), and in turn each category was mapped onto three words. 

By using this technique, a 12-item motor sequence (2-3-1-4-3-2-4-1-3-4-2-

1) was transformed into a 12-item word-list (carrot-plane-jacket-shelf-boat-

spinach-table-shoe-truck-couch-lettuce-sweater), in which there was a 

consistent relationship between the sequence element and the semantic 

category of the word (Figure 1). For example, the sequence element 2 was 

mapped onto the semantic category of transport appearing in the word-list 

initially as truck, then subway and finally as boat. By contrast in another 
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group, there was no consistent mapping between sequence elements and the 

semantic categories of the words, and so the two memory tasks did not 

share a common structure. Thus, the memory tasks did (or did not) share a 

common structure by having (or not) a consistent mapping between 

elements within different types of sequence (action elements to semantic 

categories).  

In the first set of experiments, the participants initially learnt a motor 

sequence (2-3-1-4-3-2-4-1-3-4-2-1; task A). Subsequently, they learnt a 

word-list that either did (carrot-plane-jacket-shelf-boat-spinach-table-shoe-

truck-couch-lettuce-sweater) or did not (carrot-jacket-spinach-shelf-plane-

shoe-desk-boat-lettuce-sweater-truck-couch; task B) share a common 

structure with the earlier motor sequence. They then learnt an interfering 

word-list (necklace-hammer-apple-earring-mountain-orange-shovel-river-

bracelet-cherry-valley-scissors), which had a structure different from either 

of the other two possible prior word-lists, and were then retested on the 

initial word-list (i.e., task B). Finally, participants were later retested on the 

motor sequence (i.e. task A).  

In the second set of experiments, the type of task was reversed. 

Participants initially learnt a word-list (carrot-plane-jacket-shelf-boat-

spinach-desk-shoe-table-couch-lettuce-sweater; task A). They then learnt a 

motor sequence that either did (2-3-1-4-3-2-4-1-3-4-2-1) or did not (1-3-2-

1-4-2-3-4-1-2-4-3; task B) share a common structure with the earlier word-

list. Next, they learnt an interfering motor sequence (4-1-3-2-3-1-2-4-2-1-4-

3), which had a structure different from either of the other two possible prior 

motor sequences, and were then retested on the initial motor sequence (i.e., 

task B). Finally, participants were later retested on the word-list (i.e., task 

A). Thus, we created memory tasks with the same or different structures by 

changing the order of the elements within the second memory task (i.e., task 

B).  

Differences in the second memory task (i.e., differences between the 

groups in task B) might have been responsible for any difference in the 

susceptibility of the task to interference. To test this possibility, and more 
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broadly, to test the importance of prior learning for modifying the 

susceptibility of a memory task to interference, we included an additional 

group within each experiment. In this group, participants did not learn the 

initial memory task (the ‘no prior learning’ group). Instead, they learnt either 

a word-list (Experiment 1) or a motor skill (Experiment 2), and immediately 

learnt an interfering memory task of the same type (a word-list or motor 

skill, respectively) before being retested on the initial memory task. Both the 

memory task and the interfering task were identical to that used in the other 

groups when the tasks shared a common structure (i.e., word-list; carrot-

plane-jacket-shelf-boat-spinach-table-shoe-truck-couch-lettuce-sweater; and 

motor skill; 2-3-1-4-3-2-4-1-3-4-2-1). We expected the susceptibility of the 

task to interference would remain unchanged if it were due to the specific 

order of elements within the memory task. For example, the task might still 

be protected from interference due to some aspect of the element order 

(words or movements), which made it less prone to disruption. By contrast, a 

difference in the susceptibility (of task B) to interference due to it sharing a 

common abstract structure with an earlier learning task (task A) would no 

longer be present. Including this additional group within each experiment 

allowed us to compare the importance of the specific order of elements within 

a task against the importance of the abstract relationship between prior 

learning and subsequent learning for the susceptibility of that subsequent 

task to interference.  

  

Behavioural data analysis 

In the sequence learning task (i.e., the SRTT), response times were defined 

as the time to make a correct response. Any response time in the top one 

percentile (i.e., α = 0.01) of a participant’s data was identified using a 

Grubbs’ Test and removed. We quantified the amount of skill learning by 

subtracting the average response time (RT) of the final 50 sequential trials 

from the average response time of the 50 random trials that immediately 

followed [27, 35]. The difference between random and sequential RT is a 

widely used learning measure, which is both sensitive and specific to learning 
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of the motor sequence (for example; [27, 35, 36]; for review [28]). We did 

not use accuracy as a measure of motor skill because even with limited 

experience, error rates are extremely low (<2-4%, [3, 4, 35]). The free 

recall of the motor sequence was scored as the longest, continuous and 

accurate verbally recalled segment of the sequence that was at least three 

items long (i.e., a triplet or more; [23, 24, 37]).  

For the word-list learning task, we analysed both the total number of 

words correctly recalled (i.e., total recall), and the order of recall (i.e., serial 

recall). The latter was calculated using the Levenshtein edit distance [38]. 

This provides a measure of the minimum number of changes (i.e., deletions, 

substitutions, or insertions) required for the recalled list to match the order 

of the words in the learnt target list. It ensures that all segments of the 

word-list that are recalled in the correct order are used to calculate a serial 

recall, as opposed to simply using the longest segment recalled in the correct 

order as a measure. For example, being able to recall 7 and subsequently 3 

words in the correct order will achieve a better score than recalling a single 

segment of 7 words. A better score is a lower score because it indicates that 

fewer changes were necessary to achieve a match between the order of 

words in the recalled and learnt lists. By contrast, a high score (the highest 

being 12) would indicate poor serial recall with very little or no matching 

between the word order in the recalled and learnt word-list. For ease of 

interpretation, we calculated a modified Levenshtein edit distance: the 

difference between the maximum (i.e., highest) score and the Levenshtein 

edit distance (i.e., 12 – Levenshtein). An increase in this modified score 

indicates an increase in serial recall. We then divided this modified score by 

each individual participant’s total recall, which provided a specific measure of 

participants’ ability to place their own word-list knowledge into the correct 

serial order. Together, these two measures – total recall and serial recall – 

provided complementary measures of different aspects of the participants’ 

performance at recalling the word-list.  
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Quantification and Statistical Analysis   

 We explored graphically all of the data in MATLAB (2015b, The 

MathWorks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, United States). Specifically, we 

examined the distribution of the data using histograms, normal probability 

plots, and verified that the data followed a normal distribution using the 

Shapiro-Wilk test.  

We used mixed design ANOVAs to test whether the susceptibility of a 

memory to interference differed across groups. This was achieved by 

comparing the word-list or motor skill performance immediately prior to and 

following the interfering task across the groups (i.e., recall1 vs. recall2 

(Experiment 1) or skill1 vs. skill2 (Experiment 2) x group). The performance 

change had two levels (test vs. retest; within subject factor) and group was 

either two levels (same vs. different structure; between subject factor) or 

three levels when we also included the group in which there was no prior 

learning (same, different vs. no prior learning; between subject factor). 

Using a similar approach, we tested whether memory retention differed 

between groups. In this case, we compared the change in the motor skill or 

word-list performance at initial testing, against performance 12 hours later at 

subsequent retesting between the groups (i.e., skill1 vs. skill2 (Experiment 1) 

or recall1 vs. recall2 (Experiment 2) x group). In this case, performance 

change again had two levels (test vs. retest; within subject factor) and group 

had two levels (same vs. different structure; between subject factor). For all 

the mixed design ANOVAs, we provide the result of the interaction between 

performance change and group (performance change X group). Other 

subsequent tests were used to establish the pattern of the results. We used 

further ANOVAs, when appropriate, to compare across groups, and unpaired 

t-tests to better understand the differences between the groups. These 

tested for differences in initial task performance (i.e., skill1 or recall1) across 

groups, and for differences in performance decrease between groups. We 

used paired t-tests to determine the significance of changes within groups. 

All the statistical tests used in the analysis were two-tailed unless otherwise 
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stated (when we were comparing the extent of a skill or word recall decrease 

(as opposed to simply a change) using a one-tailed test).  

 

Data and software availability 

The dataset generated during this study is available at Mendeley Data 

http://dx.doi.org/10.17632/nn3jvnttc4.1. Further information is available 

upon request by contacting the Lead Contact, Edwin Robertson 

(edwin.robertson@glasgow.ac.uk).  
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Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1, Creating a common structure for a sequence of actions and 

words (a) Each of the four elements within the sequence was mapped onto 

a semantic category, and in turn each category was mapped onto three 

words. (b) Using this mapping, we replaced each item of the 12-item motor 

sequence with a word. With four semantic categories, and three words within 

each category there was a total of 12-words, which allowed a complete 

mapping of the motor sequence. (c) Yet, when there was no consistent 

mapping between sequence element and semantic category, the motor 

sequence and word-list did not have a shared common structure.  
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Figure 2, A common structure protects a newly learnt word-list from 

interference; at the cost of disruption, to an earlier learnt motor skill. 

(a) Experimental Design (Experiment 1). Participants learnt and were tested 

(skill1) on performing a sequence of actions (i.e., finger movements) that had 

the same (participant number per group; n = 18) or a different structure (n 

= 18) to that of a sequence of words (word-list), which was learnt six hours 

later. After learning the word-list, participants recalled it (recall1), then 

immediately learnt another different (interfering) word-list, and then recalled 

the initial word-list (recall2). Finally, 12 hours after their initial testing, 

participants were retested on the motor sequence (skill2). (b) The word-list 

was protected from interference when it had the same structure as the 

earlier motor skill. The significant decrease in total word recall between 

testing and retesting (in both groups; paired t-tests, t(17)>5.1, p<0.001; 

bar plots� display mean ± SEM) differed significantly between the groups 

depending on whether the learning tasks had the same or different structures 

(interaction term, performance change X group; mixed design, ANOVA, 

F(1,34) = 5.78, p = 0.022). (c) The protection of the word-list was 

dependent on the earlier motor skill having the same structure. There was a 

greater decrease in total word recall when there was no earlier skill learning 

compared to when a motor skill with the same structure had been learnt 

earlier (n =13; unpaired t-test, t(29) = 2.35, p = 0.026). The change in 

serial recall did no differ significantly across the groups (lower panels of (b) 

and (c)). (d) The retention of the motor skill was disrupted when it has the 

same structure as the word-list. The skill change between testing and 

retesting differed significantly between the groups depending upon whether 

the learning tasks had the same or a different structure (interaction term, 

performance change X group; mixed design, ANOVA, F(1,34) = 4.88, p = 

0.034). Skill increased between testing and retesting when the learning tasks 

had different structures (paired t-test, t(17) = 2.48, p = 0.023); such a skill 

enhancement normally develops over wakefulness following implicit skill 

learning (for example, [2, 3, 39]). By contrast, skill did not change 
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significantly when the learning tasks had the same structure (paired t-test, 

t(17) = 0.16, p = 0.873). s* significant difference; ns, no significant 

difference.  
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Figure 3, A common structure protects a newly learnt motor skill 

from interference; at the cost of disruption, to an earlier learnt word-

list. (a) Experimental Design (Experiment 2). Participants learnt and recalled 

(recall1) a sequence of words (i.e., a word-list) that either had the same (n = 

21) or a different serial structure (n = 20) to that of a sequence of finger 

movements, which was learnt 6 hours later. After learning the motor 

sequence, participants were tested on it (skill1). They then immediately 

learnt another distinct motor sequence, and were subsequently retested on 

the initial motor sequence (skill2). Finally, 12 hours after their initial learning, 

participants once again recalled (recall2) the word-list. (b) The motor skill 

was protected from interference when it had the same structure as the 

earlier word-list. There was no significant decrease in motor skill between 

testing and retesting when the learning tasks had the same structure (paired 

t-test, t(20) = 0.506, p = 0.618); but a significant decrease when the 

learning tasks had different structures  (paired t-test, t(19) = 3.815, p = 

0.0012; bar plots�display mean ± SEM). (c) The protection of the motor skill 

was dependent on the earlier word-list having the same structure.  There 

was a greater decrease in motor skill when there was no earlier word-list 

learning compared to when a word-list with the same structure had been 

learnt earlier (n = 15; unpaired t-test, t(34) = 2.3113, p = 0.027). (d) The 

retention of the serial order of the word-list was disrupted when it shared the 

same sequential structure as the motor skill. There was a significant decrease 

in serial recall between testing and retesting when the learning tasks had the 

same structure (paired t-test, t(20) = 2.66, p = 0.0149); whereas, there was 

no significant change when the learning tasks had different structures (paired 

t-test, t(19) = 0.89, p = 0.38). A significant decrease in total recall was 

present in both groups (same and different structure; both paired t-tests, 

t>2.2, p<0.035), and did not differ significantly between those groups 

(interaction term, performance change X group; mixed design, ANOVA, 
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F(1,39) = 0.681, p = 0.414). s* significant difference; ns, no significant 

difference.  
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